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Abstract 

“Cultic Myths and/or Ecology in AmerIndian Cultures” is a personal and modest search for 

authenticity in AmerIndian cultic myth to locate and separate the ecological and the cultic. The 

impetus for this work came from The Ecological Indian: Myth and History, Shephard Krech III, 

a text eminently readable, which contains painstaking research with useful statements of the 

probable. Ecology is defined [Environmental Science: Systems and Solutions, McKinney and 

Schoch, 1998] and the Hohokam and Seri nations selected for special study. The paper begins 

with six of Krech’s major theses: 1) There has been a mystique in America for a long time about 

the Indian, a man (sic) close to Earth, peaceful, free, and ecological; 2) Demographics is the first 

tool by which to examine this mystique; 3) Extinctions neither ratify nor deny Indians as 

“ecological,” 4) Indians’ use of fire was as destructive as portions of it were useful; 5) Indians 

have been as guilty of waste as any other humans, e.g., the near extinction of the buffalo; and 6) 

Indians’ intimate sense of Earth can be located in their immediate needs for sustenance and 

security, expressed, prayed, sung, and spoken in cult and myth. An examination of Indian 

culture revealed its horrendous destruction by Euro-Americans; thus, Indian culture and myth 

today are largely gathered from vague and scant memories of grandparents who had been seized 

as children from the reservations and taken to “schools” in the East to be made into “American 

citizens.” The study moves to discoveries and efinitions of lifeways, of functional cosmologies, 

and at new insights into animism. Perhaps the embrace of Indian ritual is an act of the paradisal 

imagination, a kind of hope to regain what we have destroyed. The stories of the Hohokam (now 

extinct) and Seri Nations undergo the scrutiny of the questions: Are they ecological? What is 

their mythic cult re: Earth? Both dwell(t) in the Sonoran Desert [Arizona, USA and Sonora 

State, Mexico]. Finally, there are stories of AmerIndians who genuinely can be called  



ecological, e.g., the Northern Cheyenne who, in the 70’s, stood against the government and the 

power generating coal and oil companies of the United States, supported only by the words of 

their powerful mythic leader, Sweet Medicine. Specious Indian lore will continue to abound and 

will bring monies to Indians themselves and to Euro-Americans longing for a return to Nature. 

This search presents some skills in detecting the specious, in allowing its choice if that is the 

desire of the informed person, and in urging readers to discontinue participating in or performing 

rituals other than their own, thus refusing to trivialize any Peoples’ cultic ritual. 

 



CULTIC MYTHS AND/OR ECOLOGY IN AMERINDIAN CULTURES 

A MODEST SEARCH FOR AUTHENTICITY 

Introduction 

Through several years, I have been involved in numerous “Native American” rituals and 

prayer services and often questioned their authenticity. There seemed too many Euro- 

Americans, captivated by Indian ritual and love of Earth, borrowing Indian ceremonies and 

prayers, setting up workshops, and marketing to customers wearied by their own religious 

practices. Handsome fees could be charged. Sincere buyers were searching for meaningful 

spirituality, which ministers or pastors seem clueless to offer. An example: One speaker 

advertising herself as 1/8" Cherokee gathered the workshop participants on the ground of the 

Lourdes Grotto at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana, told them to gather large weed stalks from 

the fields and to come without shoes. During the greeting of peace in the Roman Catholic 

Eucharistic Liturgy, we were to do an “Indian Peace,” i.e., run barefoot among the group 

whacking one another on the shoulders and backs with the weed stalks yelling peace at them. It 

became a kind of frenzy! Evidently we all had a lot of pent-up emotions that were being loudly 

expelled. While I was involved with the whacking, I stopped to talk to the celebrant of the 

liturgy who was sort of “hiding” behind the altar. He said, “Barbara, do you know what is going 

on?” Something kin to mass hysteria was taking place, lots of yelling, shouting and whacking! 

It was great fun! Was it a legitimate Indian ritual? Was there a shred of authenticity about it? 

Thus, the “modest search” started. The topic was fascinating, eventuated in some useful 

scholarship around the issue, and was proposed as a project in the Earth Literacy Integrative 

Seminar in April 2001. 
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In 1999, an anthropologist from Brown University, Shepherd Krech III, published The 

Ecological Indian: Myth and History." A review in The Chronicle of Higher Education’ caught 

my interest, and I found in Krech’s thorough, painstaking research the body of knowledge that 

afforded the plausibility structures for a search after authenticity. The many positive reviews of 

his book corroborated my sense of the superior merit of his efforts around the topic of “the 

Ecological Indian.” 

Throughout this work, the name Indian or AmerIndian is used to describe the early 

peoples of this continent. An article found in an airline magazine featuring Albuquerque, NM, 

suggested that the “Native Americans” there did not like that term and preferred to be called 

Indians. Krech uses the name, Indian, as does historian Calvin Luther Martin. In comparing 

Krech’s The Ecological Indian with Martin’s The Way of the Human Being, Terrain’s reviewer, 

David Rothenberg states: 

One thing that the two books do have in common, though, is the use of the term 

“Indian” instead of “native American,” though they do so for different reasons. 

Krech seems to choose “Indian” because he is a historian mostly concerned with 

the past, when Indian was the term of choice. Martin, also a historian, is more 

concerned with a luminous history that lights up the present, and he says that the 

Indians he has lived with and worked with call themselves Indians, and that’s 

what most matters. 

  

! Shepherd Krech III, The Ecological Indian: Myth and History. (New York & London: W.W Norton & Company, 

1999). 
2 Jeff Sharlet, “An Anthropologist Finds Indians Lived in Less-Than-Perfect Harmony With [sic] Nature,” The 
Chronicle of Higher Education (September 10, 1999): A19-A21. 
3 Jeff Sharlet (cf.Ftn.2); Lorne Gunter, “Ecological Indian Is a Myth: Neither Criminals nor Saints, Early Natives 

Were Simply Human,” The Edmonton Journal (November 19, 1999); Mark S. Fleisher, “Natural Man,” The New 

York Times on the web (October 17, 1999); David Rothenberg, “The Old Ways and the New Problems: Two Views 

on Indians as Ecologists,” Terrain: A Journal of the Built & Natural Environments [on the web] (Archives, Issue 

No.5). Karen M. Rodriguez, “Featured Review,” Chicago Botanic Gardens [on the web] (Current Books 2, n.1, 

1999); David Orton, “Book Review: Going Deeper,” ASLE [Association for the Study of Literature and the 

Environment] [on the web] (October 17, 1999). I found only one negative review: Kirkpatrick Sale, “Again, the 

Savage Indian,” The Ecologist (Vol. 30, No. 4, June 2000). The article says that Kirkpatirck Sale is a leading 

ecological thinker and writer. Sale is critiqued by Peter Coates in Nature: Western Attitudes Since Ancient Times. 

(University of California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1998), p. 88. 

4 cf. Rothenberg in fin. 3. 
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To use the word “Indian” for all the complex of Indian nations is like using the word 

Asian to describe the multiple cultures and peoples of Asia. This paper thus focuses on two 

particular Indian nations: One, the Hohokam [now extinct] of the Eastern Sonoran Desert. Krech 

and many authors cite this nation because numerous archaeological studies have shown them as a 

highly developed people; Two, the Seri who presently inhabit the Sonoran Desert, on the western 

side. Both nations live(d) in the same bioregion, a region astoundingly beautiful, yet one with an 

extraordinarily difficult landscape that offers multiple challenges to lifeforms. 

Necessary also to the introduction is to establish a consistent definition of “ecology,” so 

that when the word “ecological” is used to describe a person, place, or event, readers will 

understand a particular meaning. [The Queen from Alice in Wonderland will then not have to complain: 

“That is a great deal for one word to mean!”] Ecology is “the study of how organisms interact with each 

other and their environment.” In the glossary of the same text is found the entry: “first law of 

ecology,” which is Garrett Hardin’s concept that “...we can never do merely one thing...” 

sometimes referred to as the “law of unintended consequences.” These definitions serve to hold 

the search for authenticity re: the “ecological” Indian in place. 

The introduction has outlined a context and some structures for the study and 

examination of “the Ecological Indian.” 

Section One: The Major Theses of the Text, The Ecological Indian 

The reader of Krech’s text must credit his remarkable care never to denigrate the Indian 

or the Indian’s closeness to the land. If a reader were to cursorily quote parts of Krech’s text out 

  

> Michael L. McKinney and Robert M. Schoch, Environmental Science: Systems and Solutions (Sudbury, MA: Jones 

and Bartlett Publishers, 1998), the Glossary, G-4. This text was used for EL510 in February 1998. 

® Garrett Hardin is the author of the well-known work “The Tragedy of the Commons,” published in the journal 

Science (December 13, 1968). Hardin is featured in another ELM text: J.E.de Steiguer, The Age of 

Environmentalism (Boston, MA: McGraw-Hill Companies, 1997), 91-103. 
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of context, it would be a disservice to a masterwork. He clearly tells us that Euro-Americans for 

a long time have imaged the Indian as a man [sic] who understands Earth, walks softly on it, 

cares for animals, and is near to all creation. In a famous poster from the 1970’s, a Cherokee 

actor, Iron Eyes Cody, was portrayed with a tear running down his cheek as he witnessed the 

degradation of the land. As Euro-Americans saw pollution and degradation increasing around 

them, such reinforcement of old stereotypes took over our imaginations. These years in the 

United States were years of many causes and calls to save Earth. The Indian has been almost a 

“national symbol” for true environmental care and responsibility. Krech, through working 

among and with the Indians, offers a contradictory image through archaeology, science, study, 

and presence. 

Demographics play a big part in shaping Krech’s thought. Though it is difficult to give 

an exact number for the Indian population when EuroAmericans began their invasions of North 

America in the 15™ and 16™ centuries, he annotates multiple authors’ viewpoints and decides for 

a “middle-of-the-road” assessment that there were between four and seven million Indians. His 

thesis is that these were too few Indians spread across a vast land to have done excessive 

environmental damage. He notes that the Europeans brought diseases for which the indigenous 

peoples had no immune systems and no remedies, a situation that caused the death of many more 

Indians. The Europeans having left lands that were farmed, mined and greatly peopled, thought 

America a paradise of lakes, forests, game, space and land for their taking, a “manifest destiny” 

and, “a design of Providence.” Unfortunately, many of us have come away from childhood 

history lessons with the idea that America was an “empty” land, given to the immigrants by God. 

The Indians apparently were supposed to understand our destiny and merely hand the land over. 
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Krech’s point is that there were simply too few Indians to destroy such massive territories, but 

that fact does not, at the same time, make them “ecological.” 

In this remarkably balanced study of this “ecological Indian,” Krech disagrees with 

palynologist and geochronologist, Paul Martin, who in the 60’s wrote of the massive extinctions 

of the late Pleistocene era [which lasted two million years and ended 11,000 years ago] to 

; 7 
declare: “...man, and man alone, was responsible.” Krech does not think that all disappearances 

of megafauna can be ascribed to humans alone. He shows that “climatic and sea-level 

fluctuations are correlated with these other extinctions [of the Pliocene period in which there were no 

Indians in North America] and they make extinction seem normal, not abnormal, in the history of 

life. Indeed, most species that ever lived are extinct.”® Yet he presents multiple opinions to 

conclude that PaleoIndians were obviously involved and possibly pushed species to extinction 

already in a precarious state by changing environmental conditions. He gives examples of pre- 

industrial human destructions of ecological balance in Hawaii and New Zealand. In Madagascar, 

women and men arrived there in a time of drought and this, “in combination doomed more 

species than either humans, desiccation or vegetation changes alone could have.” Neither pro- 

Indian groups nor anti-Indian groups can make an accurate case that environmental damage to 

land thousands of years ago was not caused by humans, nor that humans had no hand at all in the 

extinction of multiple mega or avifauna. With clear and extensive research, Krech forces the 

reader to recognize that extinctions defy soundbite simplification. He points to a time when a 

fuller historical record informs interpretation by citing the case that involved disappearance, not 

  

7 In Chapter One, The Ecological Indian, p. 29, Krech challenges Martin’s claims to a “Nazi blitzkrieg” as the way 

in which the early inhabitants of this land destroyed the animal species of the Pleistocene era. 

8 Krech, The Ecological Indian, p. 40. Krech footnotes these ideas from Peter J. Mehringer, Jr., “The Environment 

of Extinction of the late-Pleistocene Megafauna in the Arid Southwestern United States,” in Pleistocene Extinctions, 

247-66. : 
? The Ecological Indian, p. 42. 
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of animals but of people: the Hohokam...”!° [Later in this paper, the Hohokam story will be presented. ] 

Krech gives the reader a sense of the probable with his impressive scholarship. 

Even the use of fire so often ascribed to the Indian as an innate sense of the ecological, 

Krech counters by reporting that Indians used fire to hunt animals by creating fire traps. They 

burnt grazing land by these traps. They knew that seasons later the grasses and bushes would 

grow again and would attract grazing and browsing animals they wanted to hunt. Such actions 

can indicate a knowledge of interrelationships within the environment not necessarily ecological. 

Indians also used fire to communicate with one another, to kill enemies, and to rid the forest of 

undergrowth that hindered their movements. Some times these fires got out of control and 

flame-blinded buffaloes and even and often killed the Indians setting the fires. 

Prevention of waste can show a sense of the ecological; however, in Krech’s view, the 

Indians do not have sterling records in this area either. They used animals for food, household 

products and in rituals, but also traded them for guns and alcohol. They slaughtered about a 

million deer each year, a huge number compared with the population stated above. Indians 

hunted buffalo by driving herds over cliffs and then using only the hump, fetus, and tongue 

leaving the rest to rot. [To grasp the magnitude of this waste, one might imagine some commodity we currently 

have “millions” of, and feel we can get rid of, without thought or care as to what parts of them are used or wasted: 

the dandelion. If we could discover an international market for any parts of dandelions, I believe we would gather 

millions in the least expensive way, with no thought given to dandelion re-growth or their place in the ecosystems. 

These “meaningless and useless weeds” always come up in the spring. We can sell them forever. Makers of 

dandelion wine, pickers of dandelion salad greens, and those ecologically minded can probably accept this common 

view of dandelions merely used to grasp the magnitude of untutored waste. The evidences of the phenomenal 

wastes of the tutored and the untutored of our time are acknowledged but the focus here is “the Ecological Indian.”] 

  

'% Ibid. p. 43. 
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The last and most significant thesis of Shepard Krech re: the “ecological Indian” is that 

whatever closeness Indians knew or felt around the land, their actions were bound up with their 

belief and cultic systems. Among the many nations, there were a multiplicity of beliefs and 

cultic systems, yet there would be an obvious “animism” as base for any people who lived so 

close to, and so dependent upon, the land. Webster defines animism as: 1) a doctrine that the 

vital principle of organic development is immaterial spirit; and 2) attribution of conscious life to 

objects in, and phenomena of, nature or to inanimate objects. 

Krech cites numerous evidences of animistic beliefs encultured among Indians: 

If buffaloes survived the jump over the cliffs and tried to run away, Indians killed 

them because they believed that escaping buffaloes would warn other buffaloes away 

from this trap. 

Buffaloes returned every year from lake-bottom prairies below the ground where they 

had camped during certain seasons. If there was no annual migration, Indians 

presumed they had not yet returned from these prairies below the earth. [This idea of 

some Indians reminds me of our untutored beliefs that dandelions always come out every year in the 

spring and always will.] 

If the Indians treated animals well, they would return to be hunted again. 

If the Indian hunter respected the animal, he would have success in the hunt. 

The Indian must ask forgiveness of the deer about to be killed or the killer will be 

struck with rheumatism. 

With a kind of belief in reincarnation, the Indian thought that a deer killed with 

respect would return to be killed three to six times before it reached the end of its life. 

If Indians put beaver bones respectfully and gently into water and if they did not 

speak or think ill of beavers, beavers would continue to be available." 

These instances of a cultural animism perhaps seem primitive, yet if we are awakening 

even minimally to diversity as an ecological and social phenomenon, we recognize the mythic, 

the cultural, and the vernacular in faith without denigrating beliefs. Indians did not place 

boundaries between humans and animals; there are stories about animals acting as human beings, 

  

11 These instances of animistic and cultural belief are taken from Krech’s precis of The Ecological Indian, “Playing 

with Fire,” in New Scientist, October 23, 1999. 

12 NB: the distinction that is made between faith and beliefs. 
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e.g., talking to the human, or testing, warning, and tricking them. Relationships with animals are 

similar in character to relationships with humans. Indians acted with respect (culturally defined) 

to animals and people and expected reciprocity. There are kinships with animals expressed in 

songs, poems, parables, and stories available to our perusal today. The closeness of the Indian to 

the land obviously created a dependence upon it; they needed the animal and plant kingdom for 

their food, shelter and security. 

It is time to revisit the concept we have of animism. It does not connote a “religion” of 

primitives who see a god in every tree or bush, nor should the concept point at every Earth 

prayer as pantheistic. We need to ponder a newer insight that strong feelings in the face of 

natural beauty and power frequently encircle our lives with a sense of sacred presence. Is there 

Spirit (spirit) therein? Is the Aypostasis of the Divine we call Spirit immanent to Earth? Can we 

speak of the Universe as the Body of God as McFague suggests?'® Such thinking invites our 

assuming the role of Earth consciousness, knowing Spirit in the Universe, and our fitting within 

Earth systems. 

Krech draws predictable conclusions. He will separate the ecological from the cultic 

myths. Did Indians understand the systemic consequences of their actions? Were they willing to 

stop environmental degradation or take corrective actions in the treatment of animals? His 

verdict is that Indians simply moved where resources were more promising or else they 

disappeared when their sustenance was threatened. Obviously, Indian life has changed radically 

over the centuries. Krech’s conclusion is that if Indians express closeness to nature today, it 

appears as a general reverence for sacred lands and sites where important historical events 

occurred and in a general respect for other living beings. However, animistic feelings and/or 

  

1 Sallie McFague, The Body of God: An Ecological Theology. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993). 
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beliefs are not ecological science as we study and define it today. 

The Ecological Indian of Shephard Krech has undergirded the “search for authenticity” 

extensively. This author had completed the work one would have to do to establish the 

foundation for the search. The acclaim given his book lent it credence. He researched each and 

every fact to show the character of the Indian not as ecologist but as Indian close to Earth, with a 

language and a culture that bespoke this proximity. Unfortunately, the Indian was and is a 

polluter and destroyer of Earth such as we are only on a much smaller scale simply because of 

the far smaller population of Indians. Are there Indian ecologists? Certainly, just as there are 

ecologists of many nations seriously concerned about “how organisms interact with each other 

and their environment,” and fully schooled in the understanding that “we can never merely do 

one thing, i.e., the law of unintended consequences.”"* 

Section Two: Cultic Myth 

The Krech text and allied materials do not complete this genuine search for authenticity. 

The beauty and power of a culture close to Earth fascinates (Latin: fascinans, compelling, drawing) the 

searcher. A closer look at Indian culture and its place in shaping the image of the Indian as 

“ecological” is warranted. One must begin with the concerted attack on Indian culture carried on 

for decades in this nation by Euro-Americans. Alvin M. Josephy, Jr.’s text, 500 Nations: An 

lllustrated History of North American Indians [based on a documentary filmscript and eventually made 

into a CBS television series] best illustrates the gigantic wrongs done by Euro-Americans to native 

North Americans. 

By about 1870, the battles with Indians were “won” and Indians were on reservations 

without freedom or an ability to provide for themselves or to find any advocacy. They lived in 

  

'* Words in quotes refer to the definition and description of ecology given in the Introduction, p.3. 
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poverty and misery. Incredibly, Eastern reformers viewing this pathetic situation decided to 

change not their policies, but the Indian! The Indian way of life, traditions and beliefs were 

condemned as immoral and backward. “Indianness” had to be destroyed. Indians were to be 

mainstreamed into the country’s culture and become American citizens. One can barely read 

these sentences dramatically written and illustrated by Josephy without anger and shame. In 1887 

by the Dawes General Allotment, Indians were to become independent, land-owning farmers like 

the Whites, so their communal tribal lands were broken into small tracts. Such action, of course, 

broke up the communal-oriented institutions of tribes and chiefs. Any land left over could be 

sold to Whites.!® Indian children were sent away to schools and kept for years. A government 

official stated: “These people decline to send their children to school; but I have within the last 

twelve months taken from that reservation [Apache] about two hundred (children). They today 

are well fed and properly clothed, are happy and contented, and making good progress. Did I do 

right?” The goal of one such school established at a former army prison at Fort Marion, FL, 

Pratt’s Carlisle Indian School (1879-1918) was “Kill the Indian in him and save the man.”"’ 

Taking children, depriving them of their Indian heritages, and training them in White 

customs, beliefs, dress, food and talk caused the children to laugh at the backwardness of Indians 

and mock the customs of their ancestors. They were assaulted with stories of Indians’ scalping 

women and children; they were beaten and punished if they did not conform. In the end, they 

were neither White nor Indian. Their first language was gone. When or if they returned to a 

reservation, they felt they did not belong there. 

  

15 Alvin M. Josephy, Jr. 500 Nations: An Illustrated History of North American Indians. (New York: Alfred A. 

Knopf, 1994), p. 431. 

'® Words spoken by President Benjamin Harrison’s Cominissioner of Indian Affairs, Thomas Jefferson Morgan. 

Ibid. p. 431. 
Ibid. p. 433. 
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These sinful, horror stories are included because they clarify to me why the customs, 

cultic rituals, and myths as they are presented today in prayer ceremonies and “Indian” rituals are 

in most part memories from persons of these lost generations. To clarify this “loss” of decades to 

myself, I thought of my mother, born in 1909, in school at the same time as the Pratt School was 

being run. She would today be 92 years old. She had been deprived of her Polish culture 

because it appeared to be “inelegant” in the Chicago of her day. She knew scarcely anything 

about Poland, not even the cities of origin of her grandparents. She did not cook the foods and 

she knew nothing of the customs. She was an American. If I were to create Polish prayer 

services on the strength of my mother’s memories, they would be sketchy at best. I could 

probably craft something resembling an Eastern European ceremony, 95% of which would be 

constructed from the knowledge of those societies today and a sentence or two recalled as 

something my mother had mentioned. The education at Pratt and other “Indian” schools was 

going on as early as the late 1870’s, thus adding 30 years to the loss of culture, myths, legends, 

beliefs, songs, foods, and language. A crushing, inhuman devastation of a people! 

One of the reviewers of Krech’s book, David Orton in an ASLE [Association for the 

Study of Literature and the Environment] newsletter'® says that it has become clear that there are 

widespread romantic inaccuracies about Indians within the environmental movement itself and 

also within the aboriginal community. It stands to reason that there would be. If one were to 

attempt the re-creation of a treasured heritage that has been practically obliterated, “romantic 

inaccuracies” is hardly descriptive of the commitment descendants would have in creating the 

myths, stories, beliefs and legends of which they had been violently deprived. With scraps of 

words and memories of grandmothers and grandfathers, added to the imaginations of Euro- 

  

'8 The article was found on the Internet. 
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Americans about the Indian’s closeness to Earth, one has the “cultic myths” which surround us 

today. One can only applaud a People who, piece of information by piece, attempt the 

reconstruction of a heritage well nigh destroyed by pious and determined fools. 

The word “lifeways” used by John Grim, Associate Professor of Religion at Bucknell 

University, opens another important horizon in the search for authenticity. Lifeway is a 

functional cosmology, “a story of the world which informs all aspects of life among a people, 

giving subsistence practices, artistic creation, ritual play, and military endeavor a significant 

context often discussed as “religion.”"” This “functional cosmology” has been threatened 

through 500 years of invasion, reservation settlement, seizure of land and culture, and the 

universal effects of modernity. What is left, if anything? Grim quotes Vine Deloria, a native 

American activist and spokesperson for Indian rights: “We can now pull together what is left and 

hope that it demonstrates the viability of what was given us long ago and that may be sufficient 

for our lifetimes.” For Grim “ecoconsciousness” describes the Indian “lifeway;” he thus avoids 

the defined ecology of the scientific community. “Ecoconsciousness” is explored in terms of a 

functional cosmology or horizon, which every person possesses in a unique, yet oftentimes 

unexplored, inarticulate or at worst, clueless stance toward reality. 

Grim concludes his essay with the directive: “It seems apparent that the introduction of 

indigenous thought traditions into the ecological dialogue would be of vital importance in 

relation to the current degraded state of regional environments around the globe.”*' The 

combining of indigenous thought traditions with the ecological cannot be accomplished without 

  

* John Grim, “Native North American Worldviews and Ecology,” in Worldviews and Ecology: Religion, 
Philosophy, and the Environment, ed. by Mary Evelyn Tucker and John A. Grim. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 
1999), p. 42. 
2 Grim, p. 42. 
2 Ibid. p. 52-53. 
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knowledge of the functional cosmology of the Indian heritage, nor without any examination of 

one’s own functional cosmology. Recognizing and comparing functional cosmologies is a 

complex work. Rituals carried out without sufficient study of the accompanying cosmologies 

minimize the significance of a ritual to a particular people. 

An apt comparison puts this idea in proper perspective: How would Catholics feel if 

Buddhist nuns were advertising and selling workshops on Eucharistic liturgies/Masses in which 

visitors to their monasteries could participate; one of the Buddhist nuns would celebrate. These 

gracious women had decided they could do this because they had purchased many beautifully 

illustrated books on the Mass and some of them had attended the ceremony when they visited 

Christian countries. They had even bought a video, so they could sing some of the songs. They 

had no question that they were ready to market their Liturgy workshops. Literate Catholics 

would see this as an ignorant and terrible error at best and at worst, as a rude and uncalled for 

denigration of a Catholic’s worship set in a very profound functional cosmology. 

In Spirit in the Stone: A Handbook of Southwest Indian Animal Carvings and Beliefs, 

author Mark Bahti notes the ignorance evident in unlettered ritual exchanges: 

Every family, every culture has its traditions, its values, its strengths which provide a source of spirituality. 

When investigating the traditions and strengths of other cultures, we can enrich ourselves and our own 

culture by learning about and learning from others without borrowing out of context and thereby 

trivializing those cultures we intend to learn from. It is one thing to adopt a concept and quite another to 

adopt a specific rite that is an integral and inseparable part of another religious lifeway.* 

Recent Christian-Jewish dialogue held annually at Catholic Theological Union, Chicago, has 

noted that Christians using the Seder Meal as ritual is another example of “borrowing out of 

context and thereby trivializing another culture.” In Jerusalem, our pilgrim group was asked not 

to adopt any prayer postures in mosques. Archambault in her retreat text based on the life of 

  

22 Mark Bahti, Spirit in the Stone: A Handbook of Southwest Indian Animal Carvings and Beliefs. (Treasure Chest 

Books: Tuscon, AZ, 1999), p. ix of the Preface. 
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Black Elk writes: 

Out of respect for the Lakota religion of the pipe, I will not advocate the use of the pipe for this retreat. 

Black Elk prayed with the pipe even in his last years, and the ceremonies and ritual in this book all 

surround the pipe as their center in sacred Lakota tradition. However, its use for praying in the directions 

has been omitted in this retreat because of its centrality and critical meaning for many contemporary tribal 

people. § 

We must gain new sensitivities and insights. What we presume to be an act of respect falls into 

“good will gone awry” as the example of the Buddhist nuns and the Catholic Mass. 

A woman who has worked several years on a reservation in North Dakota shared a book, 

Land of the Spotted Eagle: A Portrait of the Reservation Sioux. In it were instances of Sioux 

who had linguistically combined the native heritage with their discipleship to Jesus as Roman 

Catholics. A particular passage struck me: 

Their Christ of the prairies is an Indian Christ, a man of sorrows with a feather in his hair and the pipe of 

peace in his hands. A Christ who might suddeniy appear on the wings of the thunderbird, as well as on the 

wings of the dove. The Christ of the prairies is a waiting Christ, patient as the mountains. A Christ who 

lives intimately with wind, sand, and stars, and the immense solitude of open places. A Christ in patched 

jeans, moving among the poor, the lonely, and the forgotten, breathing into them the breath of hope.* 

In Catholic theology and in scripture study, we refer to the Jesus of history and the Christ of 

faith. Though one and the same, the distinction can, and in fact must, include multiple cultural 

particularities in speaking of the Christ of faith. The Sioux Christ is such an example. This 

example is not that of a non-believer using the Christ image to talk about Indians, but comes 

5 
from a believer seeing consilience,” a unity of knowledge, between his heritage and his faith in 

Jesus Christ. One also notes the ecoconsciousness of the Indian’s description. He has put his 

lifeways and his faith and discipleship together. 

  

» Marie Therese Archambault, OSF, A Retreat with Black Elk: Living in the Sacred Hoop. (St. Anthony Messenger 

Press: Cincinnati, OH, 1998), p. 8. 

* Harry W. Paige, Land of the Spotted Eagle: A Portrait of the Reservation Sioux. (Loyola University Press: 

Chicago, 1987), p. 40. 
® NB: Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge, by biologist Edward O. Wilson. (Alfred Knopf: New York, 1998). 

The word connotes a “jumping together” of knowledge by linking across disciplines. 
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What authors?® are referring to as the paradisal imagination is perhaps connected to the 

reasons Euro-Americans want to celebrate Earth rituals, some of which represent Indian 

lifeways. The first settlers on this land saw it as a paradise. In Indian ritual one perhaps seeks 

peace, simple beauty, and care of Earth, a kind of return to the garden. Within our paradisal 

imagination we are impelled to seek something good, pristine, holy, and strong that has not been 

abused by our cruelty and sin. The few rituals we may know from Indian cult give meaning to us 

because they touch our paradisal imaginations. We feel good; we feel close to Earth. All of us 

seek “place” or “land” or “home,” however clumsily we pursue our search. It seems accurate to 

suggest that in the presence of the degradation of the environment, we can find “place” or the 

Paradise Garden in the rituals and myths of AmerIndians. 

Section Two has reviewed the deliberate attempts to destroy Indian culture. We 

recognize the powerful need and summons within Indians to gather the scraps from whatever 

sources to find that heritage again. We have gained a feel for lifeways, our functional 

cosmologies, and we have witnessed ritual trivialized outside of its lifeway even if borrowed 

with great respect. We recognize that the Christ of faith assumes the faces of all the Earth and 

that many of us can identify the paradisal imagination deep within our own beings. 

Section Three: The Hohokam and the Seri Indians 

The Hohokam nation has gained the attention of scholars for years, since each tries to 

account for the disappearance of this highly cultured nation who peopled the west Sonoran 

Desert (in present day Arizona) about the same time as Jesus was teaching in the Middle East. 

The name carries with it the connotation of ancient, extinct, finished ones and/or dead. Krech 

  

26 James Wall, “Searching for the Lost Paradise,” in Christianity and the Arts: Paradise and Exile, Vol. 4, No.2, 

May-July, 1997. 
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tells us that towns that are ruins are hohokam, and when a tire on a pickup truck is blown, it is 

hohokam! 

Visitors to the area through the centuries were and are awed by what they find. Hohokam 

built as many as 350 miles of main canals and 1,000 miles of distribution and lateral canals along 

the Salt River. They left behind the largest canal system in native North America.” This people 

fashioned a successful lifestyle in an extraordinarily demanding environment. Archaeologist 

Krech tells us that pollen and fauna remains reveal a range of forty to fifty species of 

domesticated and wild plants, as well as animals, in the Hohokam diet.” 

In the style that has lent such credence to The Ecological Indian, the author documents 

numerous opinions about the disappearance of this people, which he also counters in each 

instance. From an earthquake theory in the 1880’s to multiple theories of internal dissent and 

invasions, Krech replies: “No convincing evidence!” The most compelling theories to which one 

might give some credence are those connected with the drought of the area and the processes of 

irrigation. Waterlogging and salinization seem obvious, yet he immediately tells us that this 

theory is hard to prove especially since the Hohokam were in many different locations with 

different water table levels. Floods? Never this alone, says Krech. Maybe they moved but this 

theory begs the question of why they abandoned their towns and irrigation canals. “By the mid- 

thirteenth century there may have been as many as sixteen separate communities in the valleys of 

the Salt and Gila rivers...”” Krech critiques Archaeologist Emil Haury who drew in the 60’s a 

rather “ecologically sainted” portrait of the Hohokam and revealed far more about the times in 

which he wrote the book than it does about the Hohokam. Krech completes his study of the 

  

27 of. the aerial view of this system in Adriel Heisey, Under the Sun: A Sonoran Desert Odyssey. (Rio Nuevo 

Publishers: Tuscon, AZ, 2000), p. 63. 

2 Krech, p. 51. 

Ibid. p.50. 
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Hohokam with what has become his trademark thesis: “...there can be no doubt that they 

cleared, irrigated, and cultivated fields, actions with consequences: fewer trees, more ragweed, a 

higher water table, possibly oversalinization. They also demanded wood for use in domestic 

; : 3 : 0 
consumption in a region where there was not much of #2 He concludes by suggesting that 

through the years ahead, more studies can be made about this extraordinary group of people to 

seek the true reasons for their disappearance. 

Another text corroborates this “let’s wait for more scholarship” conclusion of Krech. In 

the Foreword to Imperfect Balance: Landscape Transformations in the Precolumbian Americas, 

William M. Denevan suggests that only rigorous local research can identify past environmental 

change, date its occurrence, and attempt to evaluate its potential causes by natural, human, or 

some combination of both. This same text offers a lengthy essay on the Hohokam impacts on the 

Sonoran Desert environment. Author Suzanne Fish discusses every aspect of the desert 

environment and the Hohokam presence there.>! The accuracy of the phrase “Ecological Indian” 

is treated by Fish exactly as Denevan described. All humans have an impact on the environment. 

Does some people, or do some people, also have an ecological mind(s)? Yes. Unfortunately, 

most do not. We need to know more about the Hohokam to be able to identify them as 

“ecological.” We have some fairly good scholarship around the impact they made on the 

Sonoran Desert, but what caused their disappearance? We do not know. 

Because I wanted some comparison with another Indian nation, still extant, and in the 

same Sonoran Desert, and because I found a reliable text, People of the Desert and Sea: 

  

3% Ibid. p.68. 
3! Suzanne K. Fish, “Hohokam Impacts on Sonoran Desert Environment,” in Imperfect Balance: Landscape 

Transformations in the Precolumbian America, ed. by David L. Lentz. (Columbia University Press: New York, 

2000), pp.251-280. William Denevan who wrote the Foreword is a Professor Emeritus in the Department of 
Geography at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI. 
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Ethnobotany of the Seri Indians, 1 chose this particular Nation. This people still inhabits the 

Sonoran Desert and I was able to see a present people’s use of Earth species connected with their 

culture and their myths. 

The population of this nation was never more than several thousand; in 1982, they were 

500. They have lived for a long time along the coastal desert of Sonora, Mexico. They are at the 

Far Western end of the Sonoran Desert, on the eastern side of the Gulf of California, and given 

this location, they are not only a hunting and gethering population, but also a seafaring people. 

They have no connection to the Hohokam, not even language, except that they, too, inhabit the 

Sonoran Desert. Their language is a language family in itself. Their ancestry can be traced by 

their pottery and by the eelgrass native to this place for about 2000 years; thus, they were living 

in their part of the Sonoran Desert during some of the same years that the Hohokam inhabited the 

Eastern section. 

They lived rather peaceably until the Spanish settlers and missionaries intruded upon 

them. Moser and Felger cite instances of their petty livestock raiding and theft from Spanish 

settlements and missions, as “a flexible economic response to the introduction of new resources 

along their frontier.” [The language in the quote calls to mind U.S.Government-speak!] The Seri had their 

land taken from them like all Indian nations and were driven to the poorest and worst land of the 

Sonoran Desert. They were bitter fighters. “Only the Apache to the north gave the Spaniards 

more trouble.” 

In the 20™ century, the Seri replaced their traditional wood boats for outboard motors, 

and engaged in small-scale commercial fishing. For a while they hunted shark for their livers, 

  

3 Felger, Richard Stephen, and Moser, Mary Beck, People of the Desert and Sea: Ethnobotany of the Seri Indians. 

(The University of Arizona Press: Tuscon, AZ, 1985 (second printing 1991). 

¥ Ibid. p.11. All the knowledge I have gained of the Seri comes from this useful book about their Ethnobotany, 

their particularized (by bioregion) knowledge and usage of plants, and animals as well. 
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which had become an important part of the vitamin industry. This effort has fallen into decay as 

the market for shark livers decreased. When North Americans built a sport lodge at Kino Bay in 

the 1930’s, the authors say that the Seri added begging to their repertoire of subsisting.> 

In more recent years, we find the increases in tourism affecting the economy of the Seri. 

Their roads have improved. Sea turtles (vi.) have declined to the brink of extinction. Marine 

resources, as overused, have become increasingly scarce. Ironwood sculptures and folk art have 

become major sources of income. The older people who had lived off the desert and the sea have 

no desire to return to the old ways, but as traditional knowledge vanishes, their cultural identity 

has remained strong. They have taken advantage of the times, accepted what they have chosen 

to accept and rejected the rest. The story of the Seri is another example of Garrett Hardin's 

tragedy of the commons. Too many people coming upon the land and resources of this people, 

the need for money, the destruction of natural things upon which they had been dependent, and a 

continued use of “ecoconscious” language in their lifeways, but not ecological as we would 

define it today. 

The extensive language developed by the Seri to describe all the plants and animals of 

their area awes the reader. Their language is explicit in how to use many species for food and 

medicine, ways to capture and kill animals, how to prepare them for eating and how to celebrate 

around them in annual festivals. Their fundamental knowledge of how to use the desert and the 

sea for their survival and livelihood, complete with obvious natural disasters, is staggering. Yet 

  

3% Mary Beck Moser studied the Seri language in the 50’s, and she and her husband made their home among the 

Seri. She wrote a number of linguistic and anthropological papers and completed her husband’s translation of the 

New Testament into Seri. Richard Felger has published extensively on desert plants, their uses, and new food crops 

around the world. His expertise...is the flora and economic botany of the Sonoran Desert region. He has studied 

the relationship between the Seri Indians and the plants and animals in their region of northwestern Mexico for more 

than 20 years. In 1980, he was appointed a research scientist at the Office of Arid Lands Studies, University of 

Arizona. From “About the Authors” in People of the Desert and Sea. 
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after all the minutely recorded studies in the Moser/Felger text, one clearly sees once again: The 

ecological Indian, they are not. 

An example that substantiates the presence of cult and myth melded in with the Seri’s 

knowledge of land and sea is the tie the Seri has/had with the sea turtle. Felger claims that their 

knowledge of sea turtle ecology [sic] was more extensive than that which has been published by 

biologists; they could distinguish by name 14 kinds of sea turtles. The Green Turtle was their 

single most important food resource and was extensively used in their material culture. 

References to the Leatherback Turtle figure largely in their oral tradition and their rituals. The 

Leatherback was said to understand the Seri language, so the Seri learned to whisper in her 

presence. When eating turtle meat for the first time, one should close his eyes or he would 

become blind. 

Commercial hunting of sea turtles began around the 1930°s. One can probably speculate 

that the “sport lodge” named above had something to do with this commerce. The hunting 

escalated and for several decades, the Seri earned a considerable portion of their income by 

commercial exploitation of sea turtles. By the 1980’s sea turtles were scarce, primarily due to 

overharvesting at the nesting beaches. In March of 1981, two Leatherbacks were captured two 

days apart. The people celebrated with special Leatherback songs. Festivities around the event 

included games, singing and dancing. A picture in the text [1981] shows a woman bending near 

the Leatherback who is in a special shelter covered with sacred elephant tree branches. She is 

painting designs on the carapace and flippers. The turtle is bigger than she is.» 

There is a great deal more about sea turtles in this text; however the point has been made. 

The Seri lived extraordinarily close to Earth. They knew how to subsist in their desert/sea 

  

33 Ibid. pp.42-49. Everything I know and have written about sea turtles and the Seri is taken from this text. 
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habitat. Their rituals, songs, dances, and oral traditions, written painstakingly by Moser and 

Felger show an extensive language for the place that was/is theirs. The centuries passed. The 

cults and myths exist to this day; the subsistence only by hunting and gathering has changed 

considerably. The near extinction of the sea turtle, and the harvesting of turtles at nesting 

beaches show a lack of understanding about “the study of how organisms interact with each 

other and their environment,” and Hardin’s, “we can never do merely one thing.” (vs.) 

Ecoconscious lifeways? Indeed, yes. The Ecological Indian? Once again, no. 

Section Four: Stories of Ecological AmerIndians 

In the epilogue of The Ecological Indian, Krech names many incidences of Amerlndians 

who are ecologists in the sense of the term given by McKinney and Schoch, as well as 

AmerlIndians who are just like many Euro-Americans, wasteful, greedy, and stupid in their 

treatment of Earth. One nation of ecological Indians is the Northern Cheyenne. 

In the book, Morning Star, Black Sun: The Northern Cheyenne Indians and America’s 

Energy Crisis, the tragic story of greed, lies, stupidity, and every injustice imaginable on the part 

of Euro-Americans toward the Northern Cheyenne is told. This story does not take place “in the 

old days.” One notes the date of publication: 1982. 

In 1884, after decades of war, imprisonment, exile, murder, and starvation, the Northern 

Cheyenne were “given” their own reservation of 378,000 acres, a nation that had once roamed 

350 million acres. There are records of governmental ineptitude and downright deceit through 

the Indian Bureau [This Bureau became the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in 1932.] “By law the BIA is 

the trustee of reservation lands owned by all Indian tribes in America. Indian land is entrusted to 
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the Bureau, an agency of the United States government, to see that it is used in the best interests 

of the Indians to whom it belongs.” 

The story of the Cheyenne makes me weep with frustration and fury. In their cultic myth, 

there lived a great hero, not a warrior but a teacher and prophet named Sweet Medicine. His 

great legacy was the aegis under which this people went up against giant coal companies, power 

companies, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the 

Secretary of the Interior. 

The white people will try to change you from your way of living to theirs, and they will keep at what they 

try to do. They will tear up the earth and at last you will do it with them. When you do this, you will 

become crazy and will forget all that I have taught you. Then you will disappear.’ 

Whatever the source of this myth, it was the power of it that drove the Cheyenne to make the 

choice to own their own land and keep it, its rivers, its air quality, ef alia, clean and alive. The 

Cheyenne were dirt poor. Many of them thought they had no alternative but to accept the offers 

of the big energy companies. “The Cheyenne did as they had always done. They talked and 

talked until they came together in their thinking, and when the time came, the tribe spoke with a 

single voice. On March 5, 1973, the Tribal Council voted eleven to zero to ask the Interior 

Secretary to cancel all Northern Cheyenne coal leases and explorations permits.”® In one of the 

Earth Literacy texts for EL520, “Nature and Cultures,” Linking Social and Ecological Systems: 

Management Practices and Social Mechanisms for Building Resilience, 3? we find the phrase 

“cultural capital” which pertains to sustainable resource use and the maintenance of resilient 

  

3 Brent Ashabranner, Morning Star, Black Sun: The Northern Cheyenne Indians and America’s Energy Crisis. 

(Dodd, Mead & Company: New York, 1982), p. 62. Beyond Krech’s mention of the Northern Cheyenne as 

admirable in their ecological stance, this text is my only source of knowledge regarding the Northern Cheyenne. 

7 Ibid. p. 30. These words are the central tenet of the strength of the Northern Cheyenne Nation. They are 
attributed to Sweet Medicine. 

3 Ibid. p.102. 
% Fikret Berkes and Carl Folke, ed. Linking Social and Ecological Systems: Management Practices and Social 

Mechanisms for Building Resilience. (Cambridge University Press: Great Britain, 1998). 
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ecosystems. The authors, Berkes and Folke, refer to the rich cultures of peoples, their local 

wisdom, and religious comprehensions as cultural capital. The Northern Cheyenne exemplify 

powerful cultural capital. It was not until 1980, however, that the bill to cancel the coal leases 

and permits was passed by Congress and signed into law by President Jimmy Carter on 

October 9, 1980. Since then, the Cheyenne have made their own choices about how they will 

use their land in order to preserve it, yet have jobs and be independent of the government. Dr. 

Kenneth Ross Toole, a distinguished author and professor of western American history at the 

University of Montana, has called the Northern Cheyenne the most important Indian tribe in 

America today." 

Another brief example of the Ecological Indian is found in the Environmental Defense 

Newsletter. The Oregon Indians, the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs are partnering with 

Environmental Defense economist, Dr. Zach Willey, to “sequester carbon.” Indians earn a very 

good living and Earth is preserved. “...the tribes are planting trees and restoring overgrazed 

grasslands, which lock up huge amounts of carbon. Our grasslands project also helps 

endangered salmon and steelhead that spawn in the John Day river by reducing soil runoff. 

...Some one million acres are ih covered by our carbon-sequestration agreements.” Such 

“throughput” planning confirms what we learned of Earth-safe throughput as opposed to our 

humankind’s usual destructive throughput. 

Entrepreneurs among AmerIndians will push “the Ecological Indian” for all it is worth, 

since they feel strongly it is part of their identity as they struggle to get hold of a culture that was 

taken from them forcibly. If Euro-Americans viant to pay big money for “Indian stuff,” there 

will be Indians willing to sell, authentic or not. My search is ended. Ihave a great deal more 

  

“ Morning Star, Black Sun, p. 8. 
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understanding about the “Lourdes Grotto” debacle now. Ihave learned more deeply what I had 

always known — the monstrous injustices perpetrated against the Indian by Euro-Americans. 1 

know how to discern among the multiple volumes of Indian lore available in every bookstore. I 

wish to be among those named “ecological” in the truest sense. It is difficult to live ecologically. 

No one of us can recycle a few aluminum cans and think we have arrived! We can learn from 

the Indian what it might mean to live closer to Earth. It is practically impossible to live this way 

in a giant American city, yet Indians have gone against greater forces than we have when they 

were truly committed to their land. Indians and Euro-Americans will continue to sacrifice 

conservation for economic security and comfort, and cling to stories and myths about Earth that 

assuage our guilts and make us “feel” close to the land. I am grateful to Earth Literacy for 

always awakening me to the tasks ahead. 
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